Cardiovascular concomitants of tactile and acoustic startle responses in spontaneously hypertensive and normotensive rats.
In the present study we have simultaneously investigated cardiovascular and behavioral responses to repeated tactile and acoustic stimulation in adult, male, spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) and normotensive Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKY). Blood pressure and heart rate responses were increased in SHR vs. WKY rats following both types of stimuli. The pressor responses, but not the tachycardic responses, habituated with repeated stimulation in both strains and with both stimulus modalities. The rates of habituation were not significantly different between the two strains. Magnitudes of the behavioral startle responses were significantly elevated in SHR vs. WKY rats with tactile, but not with acoustic stimulation. No significant differences were found between the two strains with respect to the latency, with which the startle responses occurred. These data indicate that SHR as compared to WKY rats respond to repeated stimulation with two different stimulus modalities (tactile and acoustic) with significantly increased pressor and tachycardic responses. This cardiovascular hyperreactivity is not due to different degrees of habituation between the two strains and can be observed even in the absence of significant differences in standard behavioral startle response measures.